
My Prophetic Dreams
Following on from my teaching “Prophetic Dreams and Visions Can Be Warnings Not Certainty”1 here
are the prophetic dreams I have received. For each there’s the meaning and the type of dream they are.
These are shared as a way of showing you that dreams vary and are designed to tell us there’s a messge
from Heaven that we need to uncover.

I’ve had a few dreams that were significant in the last 15 years. Here they are:

1. The first one was a continuing dream over many years. In it I was either late for a test at uni or I
couldn't find the test room. It was a fearful dream – fear of failing my degree. Of course, this was not
unfamiliar to me as it was based on my experiences at Sydney University as an undergraduate in my
youth.  I  thought  the  dreams  were  low-level  nightmares,  dreams  from  my  subconscious  fears.
However, sometime around 2006, Adrian Beale came to Canberra and ran a Dream Interpretation
workshop  based  around  his  reference  book  “The  Divinity  Code”  (‘The  Divinity  Code  to
Understanding Your Dreams and Visions’)2. In one of his demonstration activities, Adrian interpreted
mine.  The interpretation  was quite  simple:  I’m being tested by Father.  Strange,  I  wouldn’t  have
worked that out myself, and his interpretation didn’t quite line up with the fear I had in the dream.
Despite my apprehension of his interpretation, I decided to test the interpretation. Next time I had the
dream I said to myself in the morning, “I’m being tested by Father”. Immediately I had peace about
the dream and noticed that, yes, I was in a period of testing to see whether I’d really learnt what I was
being  taught  by  the  Spirit.  Each  time  I  had  the  dream  after  that  it  concurred  with  Adrian’s
interpretation and I acknowledged the testing on each occasion. After a number of years, and as I
matured more in spiritual communication, the dreams stopped happening. I believe that’s because I
didn’t need a dream to advise me that I was undergoing testing, I know it in my spirit nowadays. This
was a prophetic alert dream.

2. The next one was a continuing dream over a period of 6 months. It consisted of sky-scrapers swaying
backwards and forwards with me inside of  them. I  left  them alone because I  thought  they were
nightmares.  Some  time  later  when  the  Lord  released  prophetic  teaching  that  he  was  shaking
everything that could be shaken, I had a witness in my spirit that that was what he was trying to
inform me of before, well he began his shaking. This was a prophetic warning dream.

3. The next one was a rope hanging by a sky-hook in front of our house. A sharp battle axe swept across
the incline of our roof and cut the rope. I knew it was a message dream and immediately woke up,
waiting for the interpretation. It didn’t come, so the next morning I looked up “The Divinity Code” of
dream interpretations because I remembered that the house prophetically represented the heart in a
dream. It checked out as I expected, but as soon as it was confirmed, the Spirit dropped into my spirit,
“I  am  cutting  all  the  soul  ties  of  your  heart”.  Since  that  day  I  have  undergone  continual
reprogramming and the cutting away of everything that I had a heart connection with, except my wife
and family. This was a prophetic information dream.

4. In the most recent one, I was with a group of church youth leaders (as I used to be) and we were on
our way to meet with the youth to take them on activities around the town. We met the youth and all
bar a couple went with the other leaders in one direction and I went a different way. To cut the
storyline short, the scene changed to the church building. All the others were still elsewhere, I had no
youth, and I was naked. My understanding of this in my spirit is that I have gone a different direction
to leaders in the church system. The result of this is that I am alone, transparent, but vulnerable, with
very few following me, and almost none staying with me. I have had no word from the Lord that this
is what it represented, but I feel in my spirit that it was intended to reassure me that I’m on the right
track even though the outcome will not be nice. This was a prophetic confirmation dream.

All prophetic dreams should have an interpretation from the Trinity, one way or another. They are in
symbolic language and are designed to get our attention, so we must ask for the meaning straight from the
Spirit.

1 – canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Prophetic-Dreams-and-Visions-Can-Be-Warnings-Not-Certainty.pdf 
2 – Co-authored with Adam F. Thompson      www.amazon.com.au/Divinity-Code-Understanding-Dreams-Visions-ebook/dp/B006P0INFI 
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IMPORTANT: Unlike Adrian Beale I don’t believe all dreams originate from Heaven and I disagree that
every dream needs to be interpreted. My experience is that if you are in tune spiritually, you’ll discern
which dreams are prophetic (a message from the Spirit) and which are not.

NOTE: Don’t focus on getting messages via dreams. Focus on hearing with your spirit in Spirit-to-spirit
communication. This is the normal communication method for sons. Dreams are mainly for those who
aren’t hearing with their spirit clearly.

Laurence
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(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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